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About This Game

Welcome to the Just Ignore Them Steam Store Page.

Before considering purchasing Just Ignore Them, please try our FREE demo and read the rest of this section.

Just Ignore Them is a point and click adventure horror that is mainly story driven. It contains an alterable story line which the
player can control with critical choices. However, the main plot does not change (This is due to a possible sequel). The game is

roughly a few hours long (For first time players), but this also depends on some of the choice you make during the game.

It's your job to discover the mystery of the invading monsters.
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One night can feel like a lifetime of pain, suffering and horror to a child...

The story starts of a Little boy at the age of 8 who is tormented by monsters that live in his house. He lives with his mother
which works from home so she can look after him. You will be taking a glimpse into the future which can be altered by the

choices you make, which will alter the game's ending. The story is to resemble some what of a movie script rather than a game.
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Title: Just Ignore Them
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stranga
Publisher:
GrabTheGames
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017
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English,French,Italian,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,German,Turkish
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It's kinda fun but not THAT fun.

Nothing really to point about about it as BAD. It controls ok. It looks passable for the most. Has a fun moment here and there.

But overall just kind of bland and a little boring.
I hear that it's a ripoff of a game called Adventure Island (which I've never played, but looking at a recording of that game; yeah
it's pretty much the exact same) and I hear that the original is better so play that instead.

All in all I would recommend this game if you pick it up in a bundle with something else you wanted anyway, but I wouldn't go
out and spend money specifically on getting this game.. I play this game when i get bored of other games. I say it's okay, so I
rate it a 6.1. I love the graphics and how all the minions are so cute. Because, gems the are an uncomon recource, I think there
should be a higher chance of finding a 3 to 5 minion when spent crate. The battles work out nicely, it is enjoyable to watch the
action play out while your trying to beat your opponents to mana for your minions.

Overall, I should recomend this game, due to the art style it offers and the gameplay is balanced. I havn't seen any bugs or
glitches and have not seen an OP minion, although I havn't gotten too far into the game yet. Lets just see what the developers
will add or do to the futer of this game... I'm sure looking forward to it.. After completing this game I feel like I can write some
good words about this game. Game is short, but I don't regret time spending on it. Very relaxing puzzle, with epic soundtrack.
Cames up with small price, so I think that you shouldn't hesitate, go grab this game and enjoy it as I did.. Run time error will not
allow the game to open. Tried recommended fix and it still didn't work. Running Windows 10 on a PC. Too bad, really enjoyed
a previous version on Win XP. Extremely fun game, but some of the obstacles will make you lose your♥♥♥♥♥♥ Got all
achievements in a little over 4 hours.. I see they are trying to make a challenging game but it doesn't get challenging, most of it is
just tedious...
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This game has a tense vibe and interesting locations. Visually, it's easily on par with most Indy games and the sound design is
excellent. I'm looking forward to the next chapter!. much fun very swag need game very good. much cheap. much funny. The
Game = Hotdog guy gets promoted to sports surgeon, uses a variety of items 'handy' to him to get the jobs done (ie toothpick
and ketchup) Very goofy, good for a de-stress and giggle.

Fun game. Quite Short, with funny, quirky and competitive acheivements.

. My play time (16 hours) is what you will spend on one playthrough without much grinding and if you know what to do and
were to go. As long as I know this game by heart (played it long time ago), it was just a refresher before playing Book 2-3 and
Balrum. If you expect to try different builds in Book games please consider to go with warrior in this Book as next Books will
add useful additional content and mechanics to test your healer and mage.

Performance.
Flawless as usual :) My OS is Linux - Debian 9 x64. This game is what we can call a true Linux port. works as expected, no
issues found. It uses somehow limited screen resolution 800x600 (blends well with game old style look and feel) so make sure to
select fullscreen and use 4:3\/5:4 screen if you have one instead of widescreen to keep original picture.

10\/10 highly recommended! it's a real gem, and it's your lucky day to find this game FREE
. This is a real challenging scenary... Very realistic. After a few ugly aircraft accidents I was able to land the Learjet!!! I love it
and more after seeing Everest, the movie.

This is for advanced simmers and worth every cent.. This is a bug infested turd just like their first game!No doubt they'll leave it
like that too just like their first game!Lesson learned...i'll never purchase anything from them again!DO NOT BUY!!!. Love this
game. Bought 'em all :). Overall I enjoyed my time with this game, the SNES style graphics, and music takes you on a nostalgia
trip back to the glory days of gaming! There are a few technical issues with the game starting with the long load time(takes close
to two minutes for me). Toward the end of the game I ran into a few code error messages, but not frequently enough to ruin my
experience. The collision is also a bit suspect at times. I could go through a lot of walls that you are not meant to go through, and
even suffered a few cheap deaths from falling through the ground. I also had a bit of trouble setting up my controller initially, I
had to use JoyToKey to get it to works, since my Sabrent controller was not compatible at all; however that more likely an issue
with the engine and not the game itself. These issues aside I really enjoyed the gameplay. There are a ton of secret sprinkled
throughout the land, and I had a lot of fun just getting lost and exploring. The combat is also pretty enjoyable too and you are
given a nice variety of characters to adventure with!

Pros:
Nice graphics and music.
Many Secrets to Discover.
Good Variety of Characters.

Cons:
Long Load Time.
A bit buggy with suspect collision and a few code error pop ups.
Setting up controller was a bit of a hassle.
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